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This article needs additional quotes for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Non-source material can be challenged and removed. In 1999, a number of . M, and in 2017 a number of Newspapers · Books · erudite · JSTOR (October 2019) (Learn How and When to Remove This Template Message) B.M.S. College of
EngineeringTypePrivateEstablished1946FounderBhusanayana Mukundadas SreenivasaiahAffiliationvesVisvaraya Technological UniversityPrincipalB.V. RavishankarLocationBangalore, Karnataka, India12°56′31.7N 77°33′57E / 12.942139°N 77.56583°E / 12.942139; 77.56583Coordinates: 12°56′31.7N 77°33′57E / 12.942139°N 77.56583°E / 12.942139; 77.56583Websitebmsce.ac.in B.M.S. College of
Engineering PG Block and MCA Building. B.M.S. College of Engineering (BMSCE) is an autonomous engineering college in Basavangudi, Bangalore, India. It was started in 1946 by Bhusanayana Mukundadas Sreenivasaiah and operated by B.M.S. Educational Trust.It is affiliated with Visvesvaraya Technological University and became autonomous in 2008. BMSCE is located on Bull Temple Road,
Basavanagudi, diagonally opposite the famous Bull Temple. Although it is a private engineering college, it is partly funded by the government of Karnataka. [1] History BMSCE was founded in 1946 by B.M. Sreenivasaiah with 3 lower courses (Mechanical, Civil &amp; Electric), claimed to be the first private sector initiative in engineering education in India. Sreenivasaiah was succeeded by his son B. S.
Narayan. [2] vision promote the prosperity of mankind by increasing human resource capital through Quality Technical Education &amp;amp; Training. Mission Accomplish Excellence in technical education through society's educational, research and service needs. Rankings College RankingsEngineering – IndiaNIRF (2019)[3]69Outlook India (2019)[4]40India Today (2020)[5]24 BMSCE was ranked 69th
by the National The Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) engineering ranking in 2019[3] and 40 of Outlook India's India's Top 150 Engineering Colleges in 2019. [4] It was ranked 24th among engineering colleges by India Today in 2020. [5] Accreditation The College was accredited by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) with the highest rating of A++ in the second cycle: with a
CGPA of 3.83 on a scale of four that is highest in the country. The re-accreditation status is valid from 28.03.2019 to 28.03.2024. [6] BMSCE was accredited by the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) with an A++ rating. [7] Some of the college courses are accredited by the National Board of Accreditation (NBA). [8] The University College is affiliated with Visvesvaraya Technological
University. [9] Famous alumni Bhawana Kanth, one of the first female fighter pilots in India[10] Dinesh Gundu Rao, Indian politician[11] Nikhil Chinapa, MTV India Video Jockey, appeared in Roadies &amp; Splitsvilla[12] Prateksha Kashi, Indian dancer[13] Raj Singh Chaudhary, Indian actor and screenwriter Bollywood. [14] Avantika Mishra Model &amp; Indian actress featured in Telugu films. [15]
References ^ CET – Manual book 58–63 ^ About us | BMS College of Engineering. bmsce.in. Retrieved 11 October 2019. National institutional ranking framework. Ministry of Education and Research. 2018. ^ a b India's top 150 engineering colleges in 2019. Outlook India. By June 6, 2019. ^ a b Best ENGINEERING Colleges 2020: List of Top ENGINEERING Colleges 2020 in India. indiatoday.in. Retrieved
13 October 2010. ^ B.M.S. College of Engineering, Bengaluru. bmsce.ac.in. Retrieved 13 October 2010. Search for info. assessmentonline.naac.gov.in. Retrieved 21 October 2015. The National Board of Accreditation. 8, 2014, in New York City. ^ Affiliated Colleges in Bengaluru (in Norwegian). Visvesvaraya University of Technology. Archived from the original on 21 October 2011. Retrieved 24 October
2019. ^ Ghose, Debobrat (June 18, 2016). In 2017, it became known that the International Football Federation (IF) had a large lying first post. Retrieved 24 January 2018. In 1999, 100,000 people were killed in 1990. www.oneindia.com. Retrieved 4 September 2010. ^ Karan Kundra replaced by Nikhil Chinappa as host of Roadies due to a slapping event - Entertainment News , Firstpost. First post. 21,
2017, in New York City. ^ As a mother, as a daughter. The new Indian Express. Retrieved 4 September 2010. ^ Raj Singh Chaudhary News | Latest news on Raj Singh Chaudhary | In 1999, 100,000 people were timesofindia.indiatimes.com. Retrieved 29 March 2010. ^ Avantika Mishra: Movies, photos, videos, news, biography and birthday | eTimes. timesofindia.indiatimes.com. Retrieved 29 March 2010.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to B.M. Sreenivasaiah College of Engineering. BMSCE prides itself on educating students since 1946 in various disciplines and continues to provide world-class education in the years to come with more emphasis on research and development. AAAA + Estd. Year: 1946 Campus Size: 15 Acres Total Faculty: 406 Total Student Registrations: 5975 BMS College of
Engineering offers admission to various undergraduate (BE), further education (M.Tech, MBA, MCA) and Doctorate (Ph.D) courses in various areas. Admission to BE courses is based on KCET, COMEDK exam while for M.Tech admission will be based on GATE, PGCET exam. Detailed admission process to each course is given below. For lower courses (BE):Candidates should qualify one of the
entrance tests: Karnataka Common Entrance Test (KCET)/Consortium Medical, Engineering and Dental Colleges of Karnataka (COMEDK). Candidates must fill out an electronic application form on the website BMSCE. Admission will be based on the marks scored in KCET/COMEDK surveys, seat allocation, document verification and fee payment. For postgraduate courses (M.Tech/MBA/MCA): For
M.Tech, admission will be given to candidates who have a valid GATE/PGCET score. For the MBA, admission will be given to the candidates who qualify one of the entrance tests: KMAT/CMAT/MAT/PGCET. For the MCA, admission will be given to the candidates who qualify one of the entrance tests: KMAT / PGCET. Candidates must fill out an electronic application form on the website of BMSCE.
Admission will be based on the marks scored in entrance surveys, seat allocation, document verification and fee payment. For research courses (Ph.D):Candidates must fill out an electronic registration form on the website of the BMS College of Engineering.Admission will be given to the candidates based on letter of purpose, grades scored in 12. BMSCE offers many different facilities to students and
faculty. There are hostel facilities for both boys and girls. There is a sports ground where cricket and football can be played. Campus, Wi-Fi is enabled. A health center is also there to accommodate medical emergencies. The library here is one of the best stock in the region. Library: Library has a good collection of books, national and international journals, magazines for students and faculty. Hostel: The
College has separate hostels with separate dining area for boys and girls. The internet resort is also available for themSport: Various indoor and outdoor sports facilities such as cricket, basketball, carom, chess, etc are available to students. Counselling centre: BMSCE provides students with counselling facilities in a confidential way for their social, emotional and psychological support apart from
academics. Hospital: The university college provides medical facilities to students and staff. Medical dispensary and an ambulance are available for any emergency. Boys Hostel Girls Hostel Gym Library Sports Cafeteria Auditorium Medical / Hospital Wifi IT Infrastructure Laboratories Alumni Associations Shows 448 of 448 Questions 11 Views Hello Aspirant, Hope You Do Well BMSCE is a very good
college in Bangalore. The locations are good, but the thing is the companies that visit here are mostly software companies. So if you want to get placements you yourself need to learn coding then think well before joining Hope this helps you all the best! Answer later 21 Views Hello aspirant, Hope you do well Both options you have mentioned are equally good. Artificial intelligence and machine learning are
the new branch introduced based on industrial requirements. Information technology is also a good branch where after that you can get into good companies. Until last year AI and ML were made as a course by many Engineering students. Because of THE AI and ML demand a separate branch came into existence this year. So both courses would be equally good bms and it completely depends on your
interest. Hope this helps you all the best! Answer later 26 Views I think BMSCE is one of the most rising technical institutes in Bangalore in the field of IT, Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning next to IISc Bangalore, IIIT Bangalore, RVCE and MSRIT. You may prefer B.Tech courses in AL and ML over the CSE branch in lesser-known colleges. There is a lot of scope within AI and
Machine Learning and enormous career opportunities. Being located near IT Hubs at Bangalore itself provides impetus for training and location prospects. Most of the top companies such as Microsoft, Intel, Adobe, Cognizant, Infosys, IBM, Airbus, GE, TCS, John Deere, TVS, P&amp;amp; G visits BMSCE specifically for information technology and machine learning roles during campus recruitment.
Besides these BMSCE provides a very safe campus culture and peer environment with good infrastructure, faculty and research facilities. Answer later 26 Views Hello! Information technology is more of a code topic rather than theory. While computer science technique deals with theory as well as coding in equal aspects. Location options will be more or less similar to information technology as well as
computer science technology. CSE has more scope. And during the termination, a CSE student gets a new thought, whereas for IT students don't get much second thought. All that matters is your skills. Choose wisely, all the best. I hope the answer was helpful. Thank You Answers Later Do you have a question related to BMS College of Engineering, Bangalore ? Ask Vasant Honavar Director and
Professor Bharath Devanathan Senior Vice President, Growth and Electric Vehicles Bounce Karthik Menon Vice President - Portfolio Management Group, Strategic and Regulatory Change Barclays Investment Bank Uday Sanghani National GIC Council Committee Member - Southern Regional Council National Association of Software and Services Companies Gita Ramanan Co-Chief Executive Officer
and Co-Founder Design Cafe Sandeep Mathur Managing Director LyncBiz India Private Limited Badri Sriranran Director of Engineering Intuit Inc. Kishore GR Senior Vice President and Head HR - DXC/ HP SBU Mphasis Ramasamy Ramasamy Ceo Tensor Infotech Private Limited Dinesh Sheshadri Sr Principal - Digital Strategy, Healthcare and Life Sciences (HLS) Cloudbyz Inc. Payal Agrawal General
Manager - India Johnson &amp; Johnson Services Inc. Ankush Wadhwa Senior Vice President - Global Business Development and Strategy Lepton Software Export and Research Pte. Ltd. Vinay Chandra Principal Deloitte Consulting LLP Ashoka Bharadwaj Chairman - MD Bhaskar Ramanasundaram Area Vice President, Professional Services Discrete Industries Satish Rao Vice President and General
Manager Cerner Corporation BMS College of Engineering, Bengaluru, will host an international conferenc.... conferenc ....
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